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1Department of Computer Science and 2Department of Statistics, University of Oxford, Oxford, UKABSTRACT Simulating the functional motions of biomolecular systems requires large computational resources. We introduce
a computationally inexpensive protocol for the systematic testing of hypotheses regarding the dynamic behavior of proteins
and nucleic acids. The protocol is based on natural move Monte Carlo, a highly efficient conformational sampling method
with built-in customization capabilities that allows researchers to design and perform a large number of simulations to investigate
functional motions in biological systems. We demonstrate the use of this protocol on both a protein and a DNA case study.
Firstly, we investigate the plasticity of a class II major histocompatibility complex in the absence of a bound peptide. Secondly,
we study the effects of the epigenetic mark 5-hydroxymethyl on cytosine on the structure of the Dickerson-Drew dodecamer.
We show how our customized natural moves protocol can be used to investigate causal relationships of functional motions in
biological systems.INTRODUCTIONFunctional motions in biomolecules are central to many bio-
logical processes (1). Molecular simulations are often used
as a tool to investigate these dynamics and interpret (2,3)
and/or refine (4) experimental data or inspire new experi-
ments (5).
Large improvements in computational resources and al-
gorithms have been made since the first molecular simula-
tion of a protein in 1977 (6,7). Recent milestones include
the 50-ns molecular dynamics (MD) simulation of the full
satellite tobacco mosaic virus with 1,000,000 particles (8),
the Folding@Home project that used >400,000 personal
computers to study challenging problems such as protein
folding (9), and a study that presented millisecond simula-
tions to study the folding pathways of small fast-folding
proteins (10).
Despite these advances, the high dimensionality and com-
plex energy surfaces still pose a challenge for simulations of
large biomolecules (11,12). In an effort to address these
limitations there have been promising developments in
dimensionality reducing methods that exploit the inherent
modularity and collective motions in biomolecules
(13,14). For example, essential dynamics coarse-graining
(ED-CG) identifies sites that reflect the essential dynamicsSubmitted February 1, 2016, and accepted for publication June 22, 2016.
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creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).of an atomistic molecular dynamics trajectory (15). Other
methods based on elastic network models, principal compo-
nent analysis, and normal mode analysis have also been suc-
cessfully used to study functional motions in biomolecules
(16–18). While these methods are not as physically accurate
as MD simulations, their increased sampling efficiency
makes them a valuable tool to generate new hypotheses
that can be tested by experiments. One of the main chal-
lenges of these methods, however, is finding a set of degrees
of freedom (DOFs) that describe the system accurately
enough to draw biologically relevant conclusions (14).
Thus, it is of value to have computationally cheap methods
that allow for the easy manipulation of DOFs to test
different hypotheses about the functional motions of bio-
molecules in silico.
One method designed to address the dimensionality
challenge is natural-move Monte Carlo (NMMC) (19,20).
NMMC is a conformational sampling method that exploits
the modular nature of biomolecules to accelerate the explo-
ration of structural landscapes to identify functionally rele-
vant conformations. Instead of sampling the position of each
atom in the system, groups of atoms or residues that are part
of a shared structural region can be grouped and moved
collectively. This gives rise to a conformational sampling
strategy that considers the system as a collection of struc-
tural regions and exclusively samples their arrangements
along the user-defined DOFs. Thus, this method reduces
dimensionality by several orders of magnitude by sampling
Modeling Functional Motions by cNMsalong generalized coordinates. While it does not directly
reveal any kinetic information, it can rapidly generate
ensembles of thermodynamically feasible structures that
appear according to canonical probabilities using computa-
tional resources that are readily accessible. In a recent study
we showed that NMMC yields comparable results to and
is three orders-of-magnitude faster than conventional
MD when simulating peptide detachment from class I major
histocompatibility complex (MHC I) molecules (21).
Traditionally NMMC is used to explore the conforma-
tional landscape along a particular set of DOFs chosen by
the researcher. Several studies of DNA and protein systems
have followed this approach (19–25). However, the initial
choice of DOFs might not always be optimal. Additionally,
if the objective is to investigate the causality of functional
motions, it may be informative to perform NMMC simula-
tions for a variety of sets of DOFs.
Here we introduce a protocol based on customized natural
moves (cNMs) to address the challenge of choosing suitable
DOFs and to allow for the systematic investigation of hy-
potheses regarding functional motions in biomolecules.
We use cNMs to modulate translations and rotations of
segments as well as torsion and bend angles of bonds and
compare different sets of cNMMC simulations to infer
causal relationships in functional motions. We use two
case studies to demonstrate its application. In the first, we
investigate functional motions in the class II major histo-
compatibility complex (MHC II) and in the second, we
study the structural effects of an epigenetic mark on a
DNA model system.
The MHC II is a transmembrane protein that presents
potentially harmful peptides to CD4þ T-cells (26). The
structure of the peptide-loaded MHC II binding groove is
well documented (27); however, to date no structure has
been solved for the peptide-free MHC II (28) due to its
dynamic nature. Several studies suggest that the absence
of peptide destabilizes the MHC II structure (29,30). Using
our protocol, we investigated the functional motions
involved in the destabilization of the peptide-free MHC II
complex.
We designed multiple sets of cNMs and performed
NMMC simulations to study the plasticity of the empty
MHC II binding groove. Our simulations suggest that the
b1 helix can assume a number of transitory states that cause
a narrowing of the binding groove in the absence of peptide.
We also demonstrate our protocol on the structure of the
Dickerson-Drew dodecamer (DDD) that was modified with
the 5-hydroxymethylcytosine (5hmC) epigenetic mark.
5hmC is generated by the catalytic activity of oxygenases
on 5-methylcytosine (5mC). 5mC is known to increase
dsDNA stability, which is consistent with its role in gene
expression at CpG islands (31). Given the right sequence
context, 5hmC can partly reverse the stabilizing effect of
5mC (32). Lercher et al. (33) have observed two configura-
tions of this epigenetic mark on the DDD, one of whichformed a hydrogen bond with the 30-adjacent guanine. We
hypothesized that this noncanonical hydrogen bond inter-
feres with the canonical hydrogen-bonding of the neigh-
boring basepair. To test this hypothesis, we defined a set
of cNMs designed to amplify the structural effect of the
epigenetic mark on the 30-adjacent canonical basepair.
Due to an increase of several orders of magnitude in
computational efficiency compared to atomistic Cartesian
sampling methods and its inherent capability to customize
DOFs, the cNMMC protocol can facilitate multiple simula-
tions of large biological assemblies. This allows for a side-
by-side comparison of different sets of cNMs and enables
the testing of hypotheses regarding functional motions in
biological systems.MATERIALS AND METHODS
NMMC
A molecular system can be defined as a collection of monomers or more
formally a set,U ¼ fm1;.;mNg, wheremi for i ¼ 1;.;N refers to the res-
idues of a structure. Sequentially numbered residues can be grouped into
chains, C ¼ fC1;.;CNcg, where Ci ¼ fmcih ;mcihþ1.;mcitg (e.g., cih and cit
are indices of the head and tail residues of chain i) for i ¼ 1;.;Nc. The
chain concept can be further generalized into a group of segments,
S ¼ fS1;.; SNsg, where Si ¼ fmsih ;msihþ1.;msitg for i ¼ 1;.;Ns (e.g., sih
and sit are indices of the head and tail residues of segment i).
After defining the segments, we can introduce the set of residues that
make up the segments:
Us ¼ W
Ns
i¼ 1
Si
Us4U: (1)
At each iteration in the simulation, the segments are moved in a Monte
Carlo fashion along user-defined DOFs, which collectively are called natu-
ral moves; these may include translations and rotations of segments as well
as torsion and bend angles within segments. After each propagation step,
the set of atoms (or entire residues) connecting two segments are rearranged
by a linear complexity chain closure algorithm (19). We will refer to this set
as the molten zone (MZ). This allows for the reconstruction of chain breaks
that may result from the movement of the segments.
Thus, the residues outside of the segments form the set of MZ residues
Um ¼ UyUs ¼ W
NMZ
k¼ 1
U
ðkÞ
MZ; (2)
where NMZ is the number of MZs and U
ðkÞ
MZ is the set of residues in the kth
molten zone.
Furthermore, we defineUMZ ¼ fUð1ÞMZ;.;UðkÞMZg as the set of molten zones.
In this study, Us3U (Us is a proper subset of U), thus Ums[ for
proteins. For nucleic acids we define each residue as a segment, therefore
Um ¼ [. In this case we use *UMZ to denote the set of molten zones
*U
ðjÞ
MZ ; j ¼ 1;.; k, where *UðjÞMZ refers to a molten zone with a set of atoms
that are used by the closure algorithm to connect chain breaks that may be
caused by moving adjacent nucleotides independently.cNMs
cNMs are natural moves that can be modified to investigate functional mo-
tions in biomolecules. cNMs include translations and rotations of segments,
which may also exhibit internal flexibility such as torsion and bend anglesBiophysical Journal 111, 710–721, August 23, 2016 711
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they move as a unified segment. Instead of two independent segments that
are moved separately, there is now a single set of natural moves that de-
scribes the collective motion of both segments. This can be useful, for
example, to test whether flexibility in an a-helix kink is important for a
particular functional motion or to explore how different levels of collective
motion may affect a structural mechanism. Customization may in addition
occur at the level of internal flexibility of segments. When internal flexi-
bility is disabled, segments are treated as rigid bodies. When internal flex-
ibility is activated, torsion angles around bonds are changed along with the
movement of segments. cNMs also allow us to selectively activate or deac-
tivate sampling of torsional rotations around specific bonds.The protocol
We devised a protocol based on cNMs to investigate functional motions in
biomolecular structures. The key steps of the protocol: Step I—define a hy-
pothesis; Step II—translate hypothesis into natural moves; Step III—acti-
vate/inactivate natural moves to generate test cases for the investigation
of the hypothesis; and Step IV—perform conformational sampling on
each test case and evaluate the results with respect to the hypothesis. The
steps are described in more detail below.
Step I: define a hypothesis
This step, which is often left to the user, is based on observing experimental
data in the literature and/or biological intuition about functionally relevant
flexibility, the rigidity or collective motion of atoms, and secondary or even
tertiary structure elements. While this step cannot be entirely generalized, it
facilitates the engagement of applied scientists, who often have extensive
knowledge of the system of interest, in the design of computational exper-
iments so that their hypothesis can be tested.
Step II: translate hypothesis into natural moves
Based on this hypothesis, an initial set of natural moves can be defined that
encapsulates all movements that the researcher specifies as important for
the functional motion. These might be residues and/or larger segments as
well as the torsion and bend angles of individual bonds.
Step III: generate test cases
After the initial set of natural moves has been defined, it is then possible to
generate different sets of cNMs by selectively deactivating certain DOFs to
study their effect on functional motions. Natural moves may be customized
by modulating the DOFs that describe the movement of segments (transla-
tions and rotations) as well as their internal flexibility (torsion and bend
angles of bonds).
The relative movement of two segments may result in a chain-break that
is closed by the rearrangement of atoms in the molten zone. When two seg-
ments are grouped into a bigger segment, the relative orientation of these
segments to each other is maintained throughout the simulation.
Here, we consider a molten zone U
ðkÞ
MZ , for k ¼ 1;.;NMZ to be active
when the segments on either sides are moved independently and inactive
otherwise. For clarity, we only present the case where MZs are made up
of residues. For molten zones made up of atoms, we use *U instead of U.
Formally we can introduce a function f : UMZ/f0; 1g; f ðUðkÞMZÞ ¼ 1 if
U
ðkÞ
MZ is enabled, which leaves corresponding Sj and Sjþ1 as independent
segments and f ðUðkÞMZÞ ¼ 0 if UðkÞMZ is disabled, which fuses the two adjacent
segments into one, e.g., Sðj;jþ1Þ.
Similarly, some segments may have internal flexibility such as bond tor-
sion angles. Therefore, it is possible to introduce a set of torsion anglesU
ðlÞ
f ,
for l ¼ 1;.;Nf and define a function g : Uf/f0; 1g, where gðUðlÞf Þ ¼ 1 if
U
ðlÞ
f is active and gðUðlÞf Þ ¼ 0 if UðlÞf is inactive.
The decomposition and the internal flexibility of segments in a structure
may be represented by a vector D in which each element refers to the state
of a specific MZ or torsion angle. D may be defined as:712 Biophysical Journal 111, 710–721, August 23, 2016D ¼
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U
ð1Þ
MZ

;.; f

U
ðNMZÞ
MZ

;
g

U
ð1Þ
f

;.; g

U
ðNfÞ
f

;
(3)
where UMZ and Uf refer to the respective molten zones and torsion angles
and jD j ¼ NMZ þ Nf.
Thus, given two functions, f and g, leads to a decomposition Dðf ; gÞ,
which we associate with a test case D f ;gð ÞT (see Eq. 3 for the definition
of D).
Test cases are associated with a set of functions, e.g., fi; i ¼ 1;.;NT
where NT is the number of test cases. If we have three molten zones,
then there are 23 ¼ 8 different test cases that result from eight functions
with identical domains fUð1ÞMZ ;Uð2ÞMZ ;Uð3ÞMZg and codomains f0; 1g, but unique
functional maps.
A particular test case may allow for flexibility in an a-helix kink while
another test case treats the helix as rigid. Similarly, a selected torsional rota-
tion around a bond may be sampled freely in one test case, while in another
test case the dihedral angle is maintained throughout the simulation. This
capability allows the researcher to investigate causal relationships between
structural features and biophysical mechanisms.
Step IV: conformational sampling and evaluation
Each test case implies a unique set of DOFs (cNMs) that can be sampled
with NMMC. The resulting distributions can then be evaluated with respect
to the initial hypothesis. Below we outline the method details for both of
our case studies. Note that for reproducible results, replica simulations
are needed (21,28,34).Implementation details
Natural moves change the orientation, position, and internal state (dihedral
and bond angles) of structural segments, which are connected by the re-
maining atoms (e.g., coarse-grained or actual) in the system. These remain-
ing atoms bridge segments and constitute the molten zones (19).
While Minary and Levitt (19) describes the anatomy of structural
segments and MZs for both models (Cases 1 and 2) in detail, this article
aims to provide a high-level practical annotation of natural moves using
binary strings. (The implementation details on how to convert these
binary strings into customized natural moves is described in ‘‘A
Tutorial for the Customized Natural Move protocol’’, which is available
at http://www.cs.ox.ac.uk/mosaics/examples/functional_motions_cNMMC.
html.)Simulation details
All simulations were carried out with the MOSAICS software package (35).
All distributions were plotted with matplotlib (36) and pandas (37) using a
bandwidth of 0.1.
Protein (MHC II)
NMMC simulations were initiated from an x-ray structure of the MHC II
(HLA-DR) in complex with HLA-DM at a resolution of 2.6 A˚ (PDB:
4GBX) (38). The structure was coarse-grained using a 3-point-per-residue
protein model (22). We generated the MHC II model by removing the HLA-
DM part of the structure file. To ensure extensive conformational sampling,
we performed parallel tempering using six replicas at temperatures 300,
336, 376, 421, 472, and 529 K. We ran 15 independent repeats for each
test case. Each repeat was run for 1,000,000 Monte Carlo iterations. These
parameters were chosen so that the acceptance rates within each replica and
the interreplica exchange rates were at least 0.25 and 0.1, respectively. All
data were collected from the replica with a canonical temperature of 300 K.
Distances were calculated with MDAnalysis (39) and the binding-groove
Modeling Functional Motions by cNMssurface area was calculated using differential geometric analysis as
described in Hischenhuber et al. (40).
DNA (Dickerson-Drew dodecamer)
The Dickerson-Drew dodecamer (DDD) in configuration A (5-hydroxy-
methyl epigenetic marks point toward the O6 oxygen of the 30-adjacent gua-
nine (G/O6)) (33) at 1.3 A˚ resolution was used as the starting point. The
missing hydroxyl hydrogens were added and oriented toward the 30-adja-
cent G/O6. Hydrogens were added to the remaining atoms using pymol1.7’s
h_add command (41). The 30- and 50-terminal basepairs were removed. An
all-atom representation was used with the Amber99-bsc0 force field (42)
and a dielectric dampening model (43). Using this model, we repro-
duced/predicted experimental nucleosome occupancy up to a resolution
of a few nucleotides (44). Single-temperature natural-move Monte Carlo
was performed at 300 K. We ran 30 independent repeats of 5,000,000
Monte Carlo iterations for each test case. Helical parameters were analyzed
using x3DNA (45).RESULTS
Here we demonstrate a protocol, based on customized natu-
ral moves, which allows the user to design and perform
multiple simulation test cases to investigate the causal rela-
tionship between different structural features and functional
motions. The protocol is computationally cheap and has
in-built customization capabilities, which makes the design
and run-time of large numbers of customized simulations
easily accessible for most research groups.
Initially a hypothesis is defined regarding the functional
motions of a particular biomolecule. The hypothesis is
used to design natural moves that can be systematically
turned on/off to test their involvement in a particular func-
tional motion. In the following two case studies, we show
how cNMs may help to understand the causality underlying
functional motions in biomolecules.Case 1: the plasticity of the empty MHC II binding
groove
MHC IIs are transmembrane proteins expressed by antigen-
presenting cells that are critical for the activation of the
adaptive immune response in vertebrates (46,47). Peptides
derived from extracellular proteins that bind the MHC II
binding groove inside the cell are transported to the surface
and are recognized by receptors on the surface of CD4þ
helper T-cells (48). While several MHC II crystal structures
with high structural similarity have been solved in the
presence of peptide (49), the MHC II structure devoid of
peptide has not been solved to date (28).
In the absence of peptide, the MHC class II binding
groove can take on kinetically distinct forms that are either
receptive or averse to peptide binding (29). The receptive
state mainly exists straight after peptide dissociation and
has a half-life of a few minutes after which the MHC II takes
on a peptide averse state (30,50–52). Structural changes in
the binding groove have been implicated in this process
(53,54). In this case study we demonstrate how cNMsmay be used to investigate the plasticity of the empty
MHC II binding groove. Here we follow the general steps
introduced in the Materials and Methods.
Step I: define a hypothesis
The literature suggests there are several structural features
that may contribute to the plasticity of the empty binding
groove. The C-terminal region of helix a1 has been shown
to exhibit a distinct conformation in the absence of peptide
by mass spectrometric mapping (54). This region is also part
of the binding site for the peptide-loading chaperone HLA-
DM, and undergoes a structural change upon binding HLA-
DM (38). Therefore, we included this structural feature as
an area of potential flexibility by introducing a molten
zone at the C-terminal end of the a1 helix (a1-1 in Fig. 1 A).
Residues b53–68 on helix b1 are part of epitopes for
conformation-sensitive antibodies that are selective for the
empty binding groove (53,55). This region has been shown
to undergo local structural changes by circular-dichroism
spectroscopy (53). MD simulations and comparison of
experimental MHC II structures revealed structural vari-
ability around a sharp kink in this region (49,56,57). Given
these observations, we introduced a further MZ at the
N-terminal kink of the b1 helix (b1-1 in Fig. 1 A).
The second kink on the b1 helix has not been implicated
in major structural changes. This is likely due to a disul-
phide bridge anchoring a conserved cysteine to the b-floor
below. However, the segments on either side might still be
influenced by flexibility in this kink, so a third molten
zone was introduced at this point (b1-2 in Fig. 1 A).
Thus, our hypothesis states that conformational flexibility
in the three unstructured regions in the two helices (a1 and
b1) contributes to the variability of binding groove width
and area in the empty MHC II complex.
Step II: translate hypothesis into natural moves
Our hypothesis on binding groove flexibility provided us
with a starting point for defining an initial set of segments,
which can undergo three body rotations and translations.
This resulted in an initial decomposition consisting of five
segments (Fig. 1 B). We used secondary structure informa-
tion to place MZs between these segments. In this coarse-
grained protein case study we did not include any internal
flexibility within the segments.
Step III: generate test cases
In this simple scenario, each of the three MZs may either be
enabled or kept rigid, thereby splitting or grouping two
neighboring segments. As a result, there are 23 ¼ 8 different
possible test cases that may be generated. For example, test
case 010T refers to a system in which MZs U
ð1Þ
MZ and U
ð3Þ
MZ are
deactivated and U
ð2Þ
MZ is activated. This creates three regions
(one in helix A and two in helix B), as shown in Fig. 1 C.
Table 1 presents the remaining test cases.Biophysical Journal 111, 710–721, August 23, 2016 713
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FIGURE 1 Decomposing the MHC II binding groove into natural moves. (A) Cartoon representation of the MHC II binding groove (peptide not shown).
The three positions a1-1, b1-1, and b1-2 where we defined molten zones U
ð1Þ
MZ , U
ð2Þ
MZ , and U
ð3Þ
MZ are highlighted by arrows. Helix a1 is shown in green; helix b1
in blue. The HLA-DM binding site is shown in yellow (globular domain contacts not shown). The residues that form the epitope for antibodies specific for the
empty binding groove are shown in dark blue. The two-headed arrow indicates where the binding-groove width was measured for analysis (distance between
centers of mass of residues a60–65 and b65–70). (B) The initial decomposition resulting from the choice of MZs is shown schematically. Helices a1 and b1
are shown as two green (A1,A2) and three blue rectangles (B1–B3). Each rectangle represents a helical segment that is linked to adjacent segments by molten
zones. Each molten zone can be selectively switched on or off (1/0). (C) Example showing test case 010T. The resulting segments are outlined by dotted lines.
The six DOFs (three translations and three rotations) for each segment are shown on the top right. To see this figure in color, go online.
Demharter et al.Note that we also introduced permanently activated MZs
at the end of the helices to allow for the free movement of all
the segments (Fig. S1 in the Supporting Material).
Step IV: conformational sampling and evaluation
Once the test cases were defined, we used NMMC (20) to
generate the distributions seen in Fig. 2.
Fig. 2 shows the binding-groove width as defined in
Fig. 1 A and surface area distributions as calculated in
Hischenhuber et al. (40) for all eight test cases. For clarity,
the test cases are shown in two groups. The first group
includes the test cases in which U
ð2Þ
MZ was activated (Fig. 2,
A and B). The resulting bimodal width and surface area dis-
tributions show that the binding groove readily transitions
between a wide and a narrow conformation. Depending on
the test case, the narrow population is more or less promi-
nent. Test case 010T, for example, exhibits a distribution
with clearly defined wide and narrow populations. Note
that the distribution was shifted toward the wide populationTABLE 1 All Possible Test Cases that Result from the Initial
Decomposition
Test Case Segments Number of Segments
111T fSA1; SA2; SB1; SB2; SB3g 5
110T fSA1; SA2; SB1; SB2þB3g 4
101T fSA1; SA2; SB1þB2; SB3g 4
011T fSA1þA2; SB1; SB2; SB3g 4
100T fSA1; SA2; SB1þB2þB3g 3
010T fSA1þA2; SB1; SB2þB3g 3
001T fSA1þA2; SB1þB2; SB3g 3
000T fSA1þA2; SB1þB2þB3g 2
The set of segments is shown for each test case.
714 Biophysical Journal 111, 710–721, August 23, 2016in test cases 110T and 111Twhen U
ð1Þ
MZ, i.e., the a1-1 kink was
activated. The second group shows test cases in which U
ð2Þ
MZ
was deactivated (Fig. 2, C and D). Some narrowing of the
binding groove can be observed for test cases 100T and
101T, but the effect on the surface area is minimal. Generally
the binding groove remains in an open conformation when
U
ð2Þ
MZ, i.e., the b1-1 kink is kept rigid (
–0–T).
Therefore, our customized natural move simulations sug-
gest that the b1-1 kink plays a crucial role in facilitating a
conformational change that results in the narrowing of the
binding groove.Biological discussion
All MHC class II structures with bound peptide that have
been solved to date are structurally highly similar. In the
absence of peptide, theMHC II is thought to undergo confor-
mational changes (53,54). However, presumably due to its
floppy nature in the absence of peptide (58), the structure
of the empty MHC II has not yet been solved by x-ray crys-
tallography. Other experimental techniques have been em-
ployed to show that the empty MHC II assumes at least two
distinct forms: a peptide-receptive and a peptide-averse
form (29,30,50–52). The receptive formmainly exists imme-
diately after peptide dissociation and turns into the averse
formwithinminutes. Given enough time, however, the averse
form can isomerize back to the receptive form (50,51).
The structural mechanisms underlying the conversion
from receptive to averse are little understood. One simula-
tion study suggested that partial unfolding of the a1 helix
gives rise to a helical segment that binds the P1 pocket of
the groove in a peptidelike fashion (56). However, this effect
FIGURE 2 Distributions of the binding-groove
width and surface area generated during simula-
tion. (A and B) The left column shows test cases
in which molten zone U
ð2Þ
MZ was activated (
–1–T).
Note the bimodal width and area distributions,
which show that the MHC II binding groove takes
on a wide and a narrow binding-groove conforma-
tion during simulation. (C andD) The right column
shows test cases where the molten zone U
ð2Þ
MZ in the
b1-1 kink was deactivated (–0–T). Note that the
binding-groove area remains stable for these test
cases. To see this figure in color, go online.
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structure was adjusted (49,57). These studies suggested an
involvement of the b1 rather than the a1 helix in the narrow-
ing of the binding groove. In particular, they have shown
that the region around the b1-1 kink is highly dynamic
(49,57). Interestingly, the b1-1 kink is part of an epitope
for two monoclonal antibodies that selectively bind the
empty and not the peptide-loaded MHC II (53,55). Addi-
tionally, MD simulations on an empty MHC I complex
have suggested that the helix, which is the equivalent of
the b1-helix in MHC II, is responsible for the closing and
opening of the binding groove (59).
In our simulations, we have observed a similar role of the
b1 helix in binding-groove plasticity. Only in test cases where
U
ð2Þ
MZ (theb1-1 kink)was active,was a significant narrowingof
the binding groove seen (Fig. 2, A and B). Previous observa-
tions in the literature regarding conformational heterogeneity
of residues b53–68 around the b1-1 kink have been made
(49,53,55–57), which are concordant with our own results
suggesting that flexibility in the b1 helix provided by the
b1-1 kink leads to a collapse of the binding groove.Case 2: structural effects of 5-hmC on the DDD
Here we investigated the effect of 5hmC on local basepair
arrangement in the DDD: a simple model system that has
recently attracted interest due to a new crystal structure
with added hydroxymethyl epigenetic marks on cytosines
A9 and B9 (33). Two hydroxymethyl configurations werefound in this structure. One points toward the backbone
phosphate oxygen 5hmC/OP2; the other forms a weak
hydrogen bond with the 30-adjacent G/O6. For the purpose
of this case study, we focused on the latter, as it was esti-
mated to be the most prevalent configuration in the crystal
(33). A schematic of the system is shown in Fig. 3 A.
Next, we apply the four main steps of our protocol to inves-
tigate the effects of 5hmC on this structure.
Step I: define a hypothesis
Lercher et al. (33) observed that the 5hmC hydroxyl formed
a noncanonical hydrogen bond with the 30-G/O6. This
oxygen is already part of a canonical (Watson-Crick)
hydrogen bond with the C on the opposing strand. No struc-
tural differences between the DDD with and without the
epigenetic mark were observed, suggesting that any effects
that 5hmC might have on the surrounding basepairs cannot
be seen in a static structure. We investigate the hypothesis
that the hydroxyl-group on 5hmC subtly interferes with
the 30-adjacent G-C basepair.
Step II: translate hypothesis into natural moves
Given our hypothesis, we defined two sets of cNMs. The
first set contained the two torsion angles around bonds
C5-C5M ðUð1Þf Þ and C5M-O5 ðUð2Þf Þ in the 5hm epigenetic
mark. This gave us control over the orientation of the hy-
droxyl group during simulation. The second set of cNMs
described the collective movement of 5hmC and the
30-adjacent G, when the MZ between them (*Uð1ÞMZ) wasBiophysical Journal 111, 710–721, August 23, 2016 715
FIGURE 3 Defining cNMs for 5-hydroxymethylcytosine in the DDD. (A) Schematic showing the DDDwith two added 5-hydroxymethyl (5hm) epigenetic
marks. The red lines represent the 5hm epigenetic marks and the thick black horizontal lines represent the bases that are directly affected by the cNMs. (B) The
gray line connecting the two nucleotides represents an abstracted backbone chain that may undergo chain breaks during NMMCmoves. The dotted rectangles
show the collective motion of two neighboring nucleotides when the interjacent molten zone *UMZ is deactivated or activated. The red lines show the epige-
netic mark with the arrows highlighting the torsion angles around C5-C5M and C5M-O, the sampling of which may be deactivated or activated, depending on
the test case. (C) Test cases 111T, 001T, and 000T are shown. The dotted lines show individual or collective DOFs depending on the state of the interjacent MZ
(active/inactive). The arrows on the epigenetic marks represent rotations around the two torsion angles of 5hm that may be active or inactive. Note that only
one of the two epigenetic marks is shown. However, both modifications are treated equivalently in each case. To see this figure in color, go online.
Demharter et al.deactivated. This customized natural move was meant to
simulate the stabilizing effect caused by a noncanonical in-
trastrand hydrogen bond between the two neighboring
nucleotides. Fig. 3 B shows the cNMs. Note that the depic-
tion of molten zone *U
ð1Þ
MZ is an abstraction, as some of the
detail was omitted for simplicity. The effect of the cNMs
on the distribution of hydrogen-bond distances between
the 5hmC hydroxyl and the 30-G/O6 oxygen is shown in
Fig. S2.
Step III: generate test cases
Given the cNMs that we defined above, we get a decompo-
sition vector D of length 3 (see Materials and Methods). The
first two elements refer to rotational freedom along the
two torsion angles U
ð1Þ
f and U
ð2Þ
f in the hydroxyl group
of 5hmC, and the third refers to *U
ð1Þ
MZ that consists of the
backbone atoms between 5hmC and the 30-adjacent G.
Similar to the protein example, each element in D can
either be on or off (1/0), i.e., the relative arrangement
of G and 5hmC in the case of *U
ð1Þ
MZ and the sampling of
torsion angles included in U
ð1Þ
f and U
ð2Þ
f can either be
activated or deactivated. Thus, for a decomposition vector
DDNA : fgðUð1Þf Þ; gðUð2Þf Þ; f ðUð1ÞMZÞg of length 3, we get the
following 23 ¼ 8 possible test cases: 000T, 001T, 010T, 100T,
011T, 101T, 110T, and 111T.
Note that we only considered test cases where both of the
torsion angles were either active or inactive, as we were only
interested in a fully flexible or fixed epigenetic mark for this
study. Therefore, we omitted test cases 010T, 100T, 011T, and
101T. The remaining test cases included 000T, 001T, 110T, and
111T. Test case 110T was also ignored as it is very similar to
test case 000T due to the deactivated molten zone restraining716 Biophysical Journal 111, 710–721, August 23, 2016the orientation of the two neighboring bases. Thus, the set of
test cases we included in our study were 000T,001T, and 111T.
Step IV: conformational sampling and evaluation
We ran four sets of simulations of the DDD: the three test
cases 111T, 001T, 000T (Fig. 4 A), and a simulation without
the epigenetic mark that served as a control. Fig. 4 B shows
the distributions of parameters shear, stretch, and propeller,
which changed progressively as we applied the different
test cases. Note that we only show the distributions for the
basepairs around one of the epigenetic marks, but the effect
was seen on both ends. Interestingly, the shear was most
affected in the GC basepair 30-adjacent to x, while the stretch
and propeller were mostly changed in the 50-adjacent base-
pair. No large differences between the modified 111T system
and the unmodified control were observed. However, once
the orientation of epigenetic mark was fixed (test case
001T), a subtle shift in the distributionwas detected. The effect
was further increased when the relative movement between
5hmC and the 30-adjacent G was deactivated (test case
000T). Changes were also observed in the basepair parameters
stagger, buckle, and opening, but the effects were less sys-
tematic and did not correspond to the increasing epigenetic
signal encoded in our test cases (all basepair parameter values
are shown in Fig. S3). We did not investigate changes in the
base stack parameters (Fig. S4), as we expected that the non-
canonical epigenetic (intrastrand) hydrogen bond formation,
which we enforce by customized natural moves, could
directly impose particular base stacking. However, we were
more interested to study distributions over DNA basepair pa-
rameters, which were less directly affected by hydrogen-
bond formation between adjacent (on the same strand) bases.
AB
FIGURE 4 the effect of 5-hydroxymethylcytosine on the DDD is ampli-
fied by cNMs. (A) The DDD is depicted with the backbone in orange and
bases in gray. The two 5hmC modifications are colored based on atom
type (O, red; C, green; and H, white). The sets of DOFs chosen for the
5hmC modification are shown on the right. Curved arrows indicate free
torsional sampling, while the black crosses indicate fixed c-torsion on rota-
tions around corresponding bonds (c1, C5-C5M; c2, C5M-OH). 111T: Full
sampling of all torsion angles; 001T: Fixed torsion angles in 5hmC; 000T:
Fixed torsion angles in 5hmC and relative orientation between 5hmC and
G. (B) Distributions of the shear, stretch, and propeller are shown for the
three different test cases. Each column compares simulations without modi-
fication (control) in green against test cases 111T, 001T, and 000T in orange.
The shear is shown for basepair 10 and the stretch and propeller are shown
for basepair 8. To see this figure in color, go online.
Modeling Functional Motions by cNMsBiological discussion
A sequence of enzymatic reactions drives a cycle of epige-
netic cytosine modifications including 5mC, 5hmC, 5-for-
mylcytosine, and 5-carboxylcytosine (60,61). 5mC has
been shown to increase dsDNA stability, which is consistent
with its role in gene expression at CpG islands (31). 5hmC,
sometimes referred to as the sixth base of the mammalian
genome, can partly reverse the 5mC stabilizing given the
right sequence context (32) and a study investigating a
27-bp oligonucleotide has observed that 5hmC increases
DNA flexibility in MD simulations (62). Several DNA struc-
tures with 5hmC epigenetic marks have been solved to date,
but no significant structural effects on the DNA helical pa-
rameters have been found (33,63,64). This is in contrast to
a structure of a DNA dodecamer comprising three 5-formyl
CpG sites that showed how 5-formylcytosine causes large
structural changes that lead to helical underwinding (65).
To demonstrate how cNMs can be used to study the ef-
fects of epigenetic marks, we chose a recent high-resolution
structure of the DDD comprising a 5hmC epigenetic
modification. When performing traditional natural-moveMonte Carlo, we found that the presence of a single
5hmC epigenetic mark in DDD causes only minimal change
in some of the helical parameters of the 30-adjacent basepair.
These results agree with the general view that a single
5hmC epigenetic mark has a limited structural effect on
the surrounding helical parameters, which makes it difficult
to identify experimentally (33,63,64). The results are also
in concurrence with Lercher et al. (33), who found that
their crystal structures with and without 5hmC were nearly
identical with a root-mean-square deviation of 0.35 A˚
and a 0.8 A˚ widening of the major groove at the site of
modification.
However, using cNMs constrained the 5hmC hydroxyl
group in the experimentally determined configuration
and thereby increased noncanonical intrastrand hydrogen
bonding during simulation and we were able to amplify
some of the changes caused by the presence of 5hm. The ef-
fect was further increased when we deactivated the relative
movement between 5hmC and the 30-G, thereby effectively
emulating the stabilizing effect of an intrastrand hydrogen
bond. Thus, using cNMs, we were able to detect and amplify
subtle structural effects on DNA helical parameters caused
by a single epigenetic mark in the DDD.DISCUSSION
In this article, we describe a protocol for the testing of hy-
potheses regarding the functional motions in biological sys-
tems. It is based on the natural-move Monte Carlo method
that allows for the sampling of conformations given a struc-
tural decomposition defined by the researcher.
The use of both cNMMC and NMMC assume the decom-
position of the molecular system into segments and molten
zones. The implementation methodology (19,20) of NMMC
follows a segment-centric approach; if adjacent segments
move with respect to each other, their translational and
orientational updates are independent; otherwise, a larger
segment including the adjacent segments is defined.
In cNMMC, end-users may consider each molten zone as
active/inactive or 1/0 so that adjacent segments may move
independently or synchronously. Using this MZ-centric
approach, each set of DOFs (each test case) is associated
with a binary string so that test cases can be easily organized
and annotated in a systematic and high-throughput manner.
In this way, cNMMC reduces the technical barrier to the use
of the NMMC approach (19,20,23,28) to study the anatomy
of necessary and sufficient sets of DOFs responsible for
molecular function.
The efficient chain closure algorithm (19) allows the user
to introduce arbitrary DOFs into a system without substan-
tially compromising computational run-time.
We used this customization capability as the basis for a
protocol for the investigation of structural mechanisms.
The protocol allows for an investigative strategy using a
range of simulations with distinct sets of customized naturalBiophysical Journal 111, 710–721, August 23, 2016 717
Demharter et al.moves to test hypotheses concerning the functional motions
in biological systems.
In molecular biology, a classical approach to testing
hypotheses regarding the function of a certain gene is to
interfere with its expression and see what happens to the
organism. Similarly, in experimental structural biology,
residues can be mutated or removed to identify functional
regions such as protein-binding or enzyme-active sites (66).
However, to our knowledge, this concept of reverse engi-
neering has not been used for investigation of functional
motions in simulations. For the first time, to our knowledge,
our cNMs protocol enables the testing of hypotheses
regarding the functional motions of a biological system by
allowing the user to enhance or restrict the movement of
certain structural regions.
Hypotheses may be derived from biological intuition
or computational and/or experimental methods such
as ED-CG (15,67), principal component analysis (PCA)
(68), elastic network models (69), normal mode analysis
(NMA) (18), and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) (70).
ED-CG provides information on essential motion by PCA
of MD simulations (15) or an elastic network model of a sin-
gle atomic structure (67). Similarly, low-frequency modes
calculated by NMA are often used to approximate collective
functional motions in biomolecules (18). In most cases, all
the important modes are contained in the normal mode basis
set. Thus, NMA provides valuable information on the col-
lective motion of biological systems that may guide the
design of natural moves. However, it is often unclear which
modes are functionally relevant, as the normal mode basis
set contains a range of possible candidates (71). cNMMC
simulations may be used to identify functionally relevant
modes with different sets of natural moves that represent
unique low-frequency modes.
Furthermore, NMA or PCA can be costly, as the computa-
tional complexity associated with these methods is O(N3)
(worst case), where N is the number of atoms in the system.
This is due to solving the underlying eigenvalue problem
associated with the Hessian matrix. Advanced solvers might
produce better scaling, e.g.,O(N3) with c< 3; but even by us-
ing these advanced methods, the computational cost associ-
ated with NMA or PCA will dominate O(N), which is the
time complexity of modern algorithms (72,73) for calcu-
lating most statistical (22) or empirical (42) force fields.
On the contrary, the worst-case time complexity of NMMC
is strictly O(N), because we developed a chain closure algo-
rithm (22) that has linear complexity, O(Nd), in terms of the
number ofDOFs; here,Ndwas used to solve the chain closure
(the inverse kinematic) problem. Because Nd< N, the appli-
cation of natural moves, unlike the calculation of NMA or
PCA, will never dominate the computational cost of molecu-
lar simulations. This is the main quantifiable advantage of
using cNMMC instead of NMA or PCA.
A less quantifiable but still notable advantage of cNMMC
compared to NMA (or PCA) is that it allows the use of718 Biophysical Journal 111, 710–721, August 23, 2016highly unconventional experimentally inferred DOFs such
as the hand-shaking motion of adjacent subunits in a chap-
eronin (23). These experimentally derived moves are not
necessarily associated with or dependent on a single confor-
mation (NMA) or conformational ensembles (PCA). They
can be simply defined without any limitation to test any
experimental observation or intuition. Therefore, NMMC
not just supports moves derived using PCA or NMA, but
any type of moves (e.g., move any part of the system and
the rest will deform to follow the change).
The scope of NMMC also differs from the scope of NMA
or PCA. NMA (PCA) takes a minimum energy conforma-
tion (conformational ensemble) as its input and outputs col-
lective motions or deformations of the molecular system. On
the contrary, NMMC takes any collective motion (including
but not limited to the ones derived from PCA or NMA) as
input and provides distributions as output by exploring the
relevant conformational space orders of magnitude more
efficiently (22) than conventional methods such as Cartesian
Monte Carlo or MD. In this capacity, NMMC has linear
O(N) scaling, so it is perfectly fitted to high-throughput
testing of customized natural moves. NMA-based Monte
Carlo would require the successive recalculation of normal
modes in concert with the changing molecular conformation
and the computational cost would scale as O(N3) (worst
case).
Thus, cNMMC should be considered as a complementary
approach to NMA or PCA. For example, NMA or PCA can
be used in the construction of natural moves and cost-
efficient NMMC can explore the conformational space.
cNMMCcan also be used to test thevalidity of low-frequency
normal mode-based natural moves while exploring the
conformational space distant from the minimum energy
conformation used to generate the normal mode.
Similarly to the above discussion on how cNMMC differs
from NMA or PCA, we would like to highlight the differ-
ences of cNMMC over MD or Monte Carlo methods with
imposed constraints. The latter two methods enable the
user to impose constraints on certain DOFs. In contrast,
the use of cNMMC primarily facilitates conformational
change along a set of user-defined or experimentally in-
ferred DOFs (referred to as natural moves); other DOFs
are treated as subordinate (but not constrained) to fully facil-
itate the exploration of the conformational space along nat-
ural moves. This is a very different strategy from Cartesian
(or generalized) coordinate-based exploration of the confor-
mational space with constraints, regardless of whether the
exploration algorithm is MD- or Monte Carlo-based. Due
to the benefits of natural moves, where chain breakage is
followed by closure, any part of the molecular assembly
can be moved and the necessary subordinate or dependent
DOFs will be rearranged to maintain the integrity of the sys-
tem. This strategy provides users with the opportunity to
focus on the essential moves or molecular deformations
rather than the less important DOFs.
Modeling Functional Motions by cNMsBy the straightforward definition of customized natural
moves, cNMMC can facilitate the robust compilation of
experimentally inferred (23) molecular motion into a molec-
ular simulation protocol. This advantage is particularly
relevant for computational structural biology, given the
complexity and diversity of biomolecular architectures.
Focusing on the natural moves as opposed to the corre-
sponding constraints can provide a more intuitive way to
describe, classify, and ultimately understand the mecha-
nisms underpinning functionally relevant motions. The
characterization of dynamics in biological molecules is
one of the grand challenges of computational structural
biology and biophysics, and can only be tackled by the tight
collaboration of computational and experimental scientists.
To tighten this partnership, the use of cNMMC can catalyze
more active engagement of experimental biophysical scien-
tists, who often have extensive experience working on a
given biological system in conducting these types of molec-
ular simulations.
The more quantifiable advantage of cNMMC compared
to MDs (or Monte Carlo) with imposed constraints is the
large speed gain from reducing the number of essential
DOFs. In a cNMMC protocol the investigation is commonly
restricted to a few DOFs (e.g., 6þ; orientational and trans-
lational parameters of a structural segment plus a few inter-
nal dihedral and bond angle DOFs), whereas it is less
intuitive for a general user, who might not be specialized
in molecular simulations, to automate the procedure for
imposing constraints on the remaining DOFs. In addition,
the use of dependent DOFs (see the Supporting Material),
which significantly facilitates exploration along desired mo-
tions, is another unique feature of the presented technology
compared to constrained MDs or Monte Carlo methods.
With the advantage of being able to define moves liberally
and sample conformations along thesemoves very efficiently,
we managed to address applications (20,21,23,25,44) that
were not feasible before NMMC. For example, the latest
application (21) demonstrated that we could speed up simula-
tions by orders of magnitude compared to MDs, while still
being able to reproduce experimental observables. With
cNMMC, these computational experiments will become
more accessible to a wider scientific community including
experimental laboratories.
As described above with NMA and PCA, cNMMC is best
used as a complementary method to constrained MDs (or
Monte Carlo), which could refine our understanding of sys-
tems with DOFs that cNMMC predicts to be relevant.
As well as other computational methods, experimental
information on collective motions derived from NMR data
(70) may also be used to guide the design of cNMs. A range
of methods already exist that use NMR data to complement
MD simulations (4).
Additionally, preexisting expert knowledge is central
to generating new ideas. The cNMMC protocol presented
here is a first step to bridging the gap between the biologicalintuition of scientists and molecular simulations by allowing
the introduction of arbitrary DOFs for the investigation of
conformational changes and mechanisms.
In summary, we describe a strategy for the systematic use
of customized natural moves to test hypotheses regarding
functional motions and have demonstrated the protocol’s
ability to provide biological insight into a protein and a
DNA system.CONCLUSION
We demonstrated the use of a computationally cheap proto-
col that uses customized natural moves to investigate the na-
ture of structural changes in a protein and an epigenetically
modified DNA system. For each system we generated
hypotheses derived from observations in the literature as
well as our own preliminary simulation results and per-
formed simulations on a set of different customized natural
moves. We showed that this enables the systematic testing of
DOFs, which allows for the investigation of causal relation-
ships regarding functional motions in biological systems.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
Supporting Materials and Methods and four figures are available at http://
www.biophysj.org/biophysj/supplemental/S0006-3495(16)30474-X.
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